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The CHAIRMAN called upon Mr. NEHRU (India).

Mr. NEHRU (India) said: Mr. Chairman, the results of our work in

this Committee have been reviewed by some of my distinguished colleague

You also, Sir, in your capacity as Chairman - and, might I add, a

Chairman who has won. our very deep respect by his unfailing courtesy ar

sense of fairness - have made some observations on the subject. We

have decided, Sir, to publish the results of our work in the form of a

Report which will be placed for consideration before our respective

governments and peoples. I do not propose in this final meeting to

attempt a detailed exposition of the proposals, for we are, most of us,

tired men, and there must be some interval for refIection before we mak

any such attempt. I would like, however, to.say a few words of an

explanatorycharacter on this subject, as.a possible aid to the study o

the Report. If my remarks are not wholly contined to points on which

complete agreement has been reached, I trust that, my motive will not be

misunderstood. If I might explain, Sir, some of us who were a bit

sceptical as to the outcome of this conference, arenow inclined to tak

a somewhat different view.

x For first part of section 5 see E/PC/T/31.
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The first point I would like to refer to is the scope and character

of our discussions in the presont session of the Committee. Since most

of our meetings have been held in private - although I must say, in

fairness to ourselves, that the Indian Delegation has always been in

favour of maximum publicity being given to such discussions - it is pos-

sible that some misunderstanding may have been caused. This will be

cleared up when the Report is published, but I take this opportunity to

reppat that we came here, not to enter into any kind of commitment, but

merely to exchange views and ideas with our colleagues from other countries.

We have not departed from that position and the views expressed by the

various delegations, including our own, as set out in the Report, will

be placed, on our return to India, before our Government and people.

The-entire problem will thon be examined in thé light of these views and

of other expressions of opinion, and also perhaps of new developments

in the economic and other fields, in preparation for the later meetings.

The drafting proces is largely mechanical, but in the Spring meeting of

this Committee we hope to be able to go a step further in elucidating

points of doubt and resolving differences of opinion,

The fact that on a number of points divergent views have been

expressed is not an unhealthy sign and we may still be able to confound

the possimists who are doubtful about the prospects of the Conference.

Let them not forget that the task allotted to us by the Economic and

Social Council is one of major dimensions, covering the preparation of

a draft agenda, including a draft convention, for consideration by an

Internatiornal Conference. We have been asked by the Council to bear in

mindthat the purpose of this Conference is to promote the expansion of

production, exchange and consumption of goods in all countries and to

pay special attention to the needs of countries which are still not

fully developed. If we have been able to complete the exploratory stage

of this vast labour in the short space of six weeks, I think, Sir, that
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this is an achievement of which we have no reason to be ashaned.

"Much haste, less speed" is a maxim we would do well to remember, for we

are dealing with an intricate problem and no country - least of all one

in the position of India. Which has still to develop its resources to the

full - could be expected to enter into long-term commitments affecting

the development of the national economy without studying the prospects

carefully.

I said, Sir, that the Report of the Committee would soon be presented

for consideration to our respective Governments and peoples. What their

reactions will be, it is too early to say, but I would like to assure the

Committee that, so far as India is concerned, the views put forward by

every delegation will be examined by us with the utmost care. Our

general approach to this problem has already been indicated in the first

plenary session and the later meetings. We have made it clear that the

primary objective to which all our efforts and planning in India are

increasingly being directed is a broad social objective, namely,the

liquidation of Indian poverty and the raising of the standards of living

of our vast population. In order to reach this objective, we must inorease

production and create a better balance between industry and agriculture,

which means that we must adopt a policy of industrial development and the

modernization of our methods of production. There are other considerations

also: first, economic progress must be rapid, for our population is

expandimg fast and we are constantly threatened by famine and shortage;

secondly, the benefits ofeconomic progress must be shared equitably among

the people; and thirdly, our resources which are not unlimited must be

used in the best interests of the community as a whole. It is for tnese

reasons that we are trying to build up a type of economy which while

giving adequate scope to private enterprise will place the control, and

direction of the larger aspects of economic activity in the hands of a

Government which rests on popular support.
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.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I

These facts have been stated before, but I would like toemphaisze

again that our attitude to the problem of foreign trade is not quite the

same as that of certain industrial countries which are represented here.

In the past, we have been compelled to aim at an export surplus inorder

to meet our varied foreign obligations. The position has now changed and
..

instead of being a debtor we have become an important creditor nation.

Although we still need a very large export trade, our primary interest

in the future will be the development of our own internal market. Many

of our products are in world-wide demand, and the problem of finding a.

market for them which faces, or is expected to face, certain exporting

interests in the leading industrial countries in respect of other types

of products might not perhaps affect us seriously for a number of years.

Since we also constitute one of the biggest potential markets for a largo

variety of imported products, it might not perhaps be difficult for us

to adopt a trade policy of our own choice, subject of course to our

adhering strictly to the objectives that we have in view.

Nevertheless, Sir, it would be a mistake to suppose that we have

at any time considered the possibility of adopting an autarchic trade

policy. We fully appreciate the benefits of multilateralism,and since

as a. creditor nation we are anxious to secure the smooth and speedy

liquidation of our claims, we are vitally interested in the expansion

of world trade on a non-discriminatory basis. We also recognize that

there is a close inter-dependence between our country and other countries

in economic and other matters and that the success of our own programme

ofdevelopoment would to some extent depend on the attainment of a high

level of employment and economic activity in the rest of the world.

Finally - and I would like to emphasize that this is a point to which

we attach the greatest importance - we belive firmly in the principle

of international co-operation and so long as we are Members of the

United Nations, it will be our constant endeavour to promotethe cause
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forwhich it stands by participating in any scheme of co-operative

relationship which meets the vital requirements of all countries and

is based on respect for the principal of equal rights and self-

deternination of peoples.

It is against this background, Sir, that eomo of the proposals of

this Committee will be examined by our Governnent and people. We have

covered a great deal of ground in the present session and have rogisterod

a number-of gains. Unquestionably, the most important gain is the

opportunity which these meetings have given us of establishing contacts

and personal friendships and of exchanging ideas with our colleagues

from other countries. We have learnta great dealfrom then and have

endeavoured to give them an insight into our own problems and difficultie:
We came here to educate ourselves and to prepare the ground for the later

Conference, and I think we can reasonably claim that our mission has not

been unsuccessful. The number of points on which agreement has been

reached at expert level is commendably large. We have not committed

our Governments in any way, but I do not think that much fault will be

found with the agreed views put forward in the report on, such subjects

as employmentpolicy, commodity policy, the charactor and functions of

the proposed organization and certain aspects of commercial policy.

Even more important from our own point of views is the new draft

chapter which has been prepared for consideration and study by member

Governments on the subject of economic development. In our comments

on the United States proposals for the expansion of world trade and

employment, which were subsequently presented in the shape of a draft

charter, we deplored the fact that so little erstanding was shown

of the problems and needs of the undevelopedcountries. We also gave

the expression to the view that the entire approach of the proposals

was of a negative rather than of a positive character. We recognize,

Sir, that an attempt has been made to meet this criticism, and that

there is some change in the attitude of the more advanced countries.

There is now a clearer recognition of the right and duty

of all members to promote what has been described as "the continuing
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industrial and general economic development of their respective countries."

Members have been advised to agree to give an undertaking that they will

co-operate in such matters as the provision of capital finds, technical

assistance and equipment, needed by the less developed economies.

Finally, some advance has also been made in other directions, e.g. the

right of member countries to give special assistance to particular

industries in the shape of protective and other measures, has now been

fully recognized.

We have, undoubtedly moved forward, Sir, but the question that is

likely to be asked in India, is, have we moved far enough? Certain

objectives and principles have been accepted, and the draft chapter on-

economic development provides some measure of freedom to use tariffs ànd

subsidies forte purpose of protecting industry. But a developing.

country which is faced with special problems, of the type so often discussed

in our meetings, may not find it possible to give up its right to use more

direct methods of trade regulations which may be vitally necessary for

the execution of its development plans. The suggestion has been made that

if it wishes to use such methods it should ask for release from its

obligations from the Trade Organization, and an elaborate procedure has

been suggested for enquiries into such applications. This is not the

time, Sir, to discuss these matters- in detail ad the proposals will in

any case soon be released for publications. It does seem to me, however,

that it is not by imposing such restrictions and laying down procedure

which may lead to delays and to prove a source of conflict and irritation

that the cause of economic development and industrialization can be

advanced. In India, Sir, we nave nad some experience of outside interference
with our trade and tariff policies and of the hampering effect of certain

procedures which have been' followed in this connection. We have won our

fiscal freedom after a long struggle and are planning to use it for the

purpose of developing our national economy in the interests of our people.

Certain suggestions that we have put forward for consideration are
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designed to ensure that these rights are exercised for purposes of

development in a rational manner, subject to any international criteria

which may be agreed upon and with due regard to the legitimate interests

of other countries with whichwe have trade relations. I have not the

time, Sir, to go further into this matter, but I would like to say, before

ending this subject, that having achieved so much in the present session,

we rust make a determinedeffort to reach some agreement on this point and

also on certain other points on which there is still some dfference of

opinion, so tnat the great task which has been entrusted to us by the

Economic and Social Council may be successfully accomplished.

At this point, tne CHAIRMAN called upon Mr. Wallace B. Phillips,

Delegate to the International Chamber of Commerce.

Mr. PHILLIPS (International Chamber of Commerce) sad: As

Delegate of the International Chamber of Commerce, I have followed with

absorbed interest, the day to day developments of the work of the several

Committees and speaking as the representative of World Business, may I be

permitted to congratulate the Members of this Conference on the successful

results achieved which have only been possible due to the enormous amount

of work and time devoted to this Meeting by everyone participating.

The Membership. of the International Chamber of Commerce includes 31

Countries, each with a National Commattee and collectively, representatives

of these Committees comprise the Council of the Chamber. In each of these

groups arc the leaders of Trade, Industry and Banking of their respective

countries.

The Chamber has established a number of Committees for the purposes of

studying and submitting proposals on many phases of International Trade and,

of course,has considered carefully the original United States proposals which

have eventuated in this Conference.

In studying the Report of Committee I, the International Chamber of

Commerce observes. that. no mention is made of consultation with Non-govern-

mental Organizations although our Non-governmental Organization in particular,

is uniquely equipped to make a substantial contribution on methodbest

adapted to assist employment. The International Chamber of Commerce
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Committee on Methods to Mximize Employment, numbers amongst its Members,

several World authorities on this most important subject and much study has

been given to it.

I am very please to note that in the Report of Committee V, provision

is included covering suitable arrangements for consultation and co-operation

with Non-Governmental Organizations.

When the International Trade Organization becomes an accomplished

entity, it will be the duty of the Members of the International Chamber of

Cormmerce to carry out its decisions and I"can assure the Delegates here

present that the Chamber will co-operate to the fullest extent and every

effort willbe made by the Leaders of World Trade to ensure success to this

most important Organization.

In conclusion, may I express to you, Mr. President, to the Heads of the

Delegations and to the Deletates, my grateful appreclation and thanks for

the unfailing courtesy and consideration that has been afforded to me by

everyone. In addition, I desire to thank Mr. WYNDHAM WHITE and his hard

worked staff for the assistance they have rendered to my Associates and

myself.

-The CHAIRMANthen called upon Mr. Jean DURET. Delegate of the World

Federation of Trade Unions.

Mr. Jean DURET (World Federation of Trade Unions) sid.: In vîew of the

importance and multiplicity of the tasks facing the Preparatory Conferénce

on Trade and Employment, the World Pederation of Trade Unions desires to

state its position on the problems which have been under discussion.

The unequal development of world economy after two great wars has

resulted in a considerable increase in the specific weight of the economies

of certain countries, whose national income has become much greater than that

of all other States. The distribution of this income, which is also more

unequal, constitutes a source of crises of underconsumption, the onset of

which is to be foreseen and the effects of which will be more dangerous than

a crisis in poorer countries whose national income is more equally

distributed.

The limitations of consumption in the former countries also reduce



the opportunities for investment in their industries. There the danger

of a crisis in all the greater as all control are progressively abandoned,

and reserves of purchasng power, accumulated during the War, are reduced

by the rise in prices. For this reason, an energetic policy of full

employment in those states is necessaryto assure the prosperity of

world economy.

The fundamental defeet in the initial proposals made to this

Conference wasthat they wereessentially negative.In short, it wasa

question of a return to the doctrines of economic automatism, a source

of economic well-being and stability, a doctrine whichwas, however,

proved to be a failure in the twentieth Century.

"If restrictions are abolished, everything will be alright". Such

seems to be the leitmotif ofHeo-liberalis.However, this formulain

no way solves present-day economic Antagonisms,as crises are essentially

due to the contradiction between large-scale production and the limitation

of the purchasing power of the cases, a. contradiction which is the

dominant feature of our epoch.

Therefore, the world Federation of Trade unions stresses the

necessity of establishing an order of precedence among the various

problems discussed at the Conference, found on their importance and their

scope.

In its opinion, one problem must enjoy priority over all others;

that of a police of full employment.

We recall briefly the arguments we have a.lready had the opportunity
developing in Committee I.

The world Federation of Trade Unions considers that a policy of full

employment must be pursued on a world scale andbe imposed in all

countrieswhose Trade Union Organizations and its members.

However, the policy of full employment can take on different aspects

according to the specific conditions in each country. In certain countries,
it is essentially a question of assuring regular employment forthe whole

labour force, or, in the well-known formula, of attaining a situation in

which the demand for labour is slightly hlgner than the numberof workers
available.
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A policy of full employment in those countries has a being on the

limitation of working hours and on the remuneration of labour, and is

accompanied by a policy of the redistribution of purchasing power so

that the greatest part of production can be absorbed by the home

market.

In other States, economically backward, the problem presents itself

In a different way. Such countries can employ all their labour

resources to the full and yet the situation cannot be judged

satisfactory. In fact, if production methods are archaic, absence of

apparent unemployment can co-exist with a very low level of national

income and wretched living conditions for the whole population.

In those circumstances, the policy of full employment consists of

developing national incometo the maximum, supplying those nations with

modern equipment and, at the same. time, ensuring full employment of the

labour force on this new basis.

Starting from these considerations, the WFTU considers that, in those

countries, special importance should be accorded to the level, of wages.

It warns against a dangerous interpretation of the idea that the special

economic conditions of those States necessitate the maintenance of wages,

at a low level. The low level of wages retards the progress of

industrialization by making less urgent the substitution of the machine

for man and in general the adoption of all technical refinements.

Now it is necessary for those nations to be able progressively to

bridge the gap between their own economic development and that of countroes

economically most advanced. Therefore, it is a questîon of averitable

reversal. of the present-day-tendency, as, for twenty years, this gap has

constantly tended to increase'

Finally, there are States in which the possibilities of

economic development far surpass their reserves of labour, and

which cannot, therefore, fully employ their production potential

except through the importation of foreign labour.
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In the case of those countries, it cannot be considered that full

employment is achieved when all domestic labour is fully employed.
The economic development of those nations is often thwarted, more-

over, and especially since the War and energy occupation, by an insufficiency
of industrial plant and raw materials. The policy of full employment

must aimat putting at their disposal more abundant labour andmore

elaborate plant which, by allowingthem todevelop their production

possibilities and increase their national income, will greatly serve the

cause of international trade. But it will only succeed if the to aims

defined above are pursued.

Certainly, improvement in technique will diminishtheneed the for labour,

but often not so much as to allow those States to dispense with foreign

labour.

Therefore, in a word, we consider that for them the policy of full

employment must not be limited to assuring full employment for domestic,

labour, but also full employment of their production potential and their

economic possibilities.

The policy of full employment, as we have just defined it, possesses,

therefore, a general siginificance. Itimplies in countries a policy of

increasing national income and redistributing purchasing powerin favour of

the working classes. Is also necessitates a redistribution of purchasing

power among the various nations of the world, between the rich nations and

the poor nations. A whole, system of international loans should be contenm-

plated. However, these loans, rationally conceived, should not result

ultimately in subjecting the economy of countries economically weaker to

that of countries possessing great industrial and financial power.

We consider that for economically backward or weakened by

theWar and occupation, it is indispensable, if the policy of full employ-
ment is to be assured, to give a wide application to the transitional period

clause andto allow them to useqiamtotatoveand disoriminatory protective

methods,"including qualitative discriminations", until they can compete on

an equal footing with their most favoured rivals.
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In fact, the imposition on their economics of the tempo of

industrialization and reconstruction necessary for this purpose, cannot

be contemplated without their being allowed to use methods of directed

economy and planned organization.

Any method based exclusively on freedom of trade, market operations

and monctary demand cannot assure for those countries the priority of

social needs.

The very recognition of the necessity of a transitional period proves

that the most convinced supporters of a return to the methods of economic

liberalism understand that the complete application of their doctrine would

in practice result in catastrophe.

In tact, there are too many countries where a renunciation of the

practices of planned economy would quickly lead to an aggravation of the

disequilibrium in their balance of payments, to a reduction in effective

demand on foreign markets and to the impossibility of putting into practice

the policy of full employment.

Finally, the planned and co-ordinated development of countries which,

through insufficiency of their wealth and the poverty of their economy,

must, by specific methods, make it possible for themselves to apply a

system of large-scale production, will be irreducibly compromised. If

the measures proposed to the Conference are not modified, those countries

would be no longer able to re-organize rationally their production structure.

In short we believe that a country is in a transitional period as

long as it remains in a position manifestly inferior to that enjoyed by

its most favoured competitrs, as long as there exists between its economic

technique and potential and those of the most-favoured-nations a gap, the

bridging of which must be the main objective of the economic policy of the

state in a transitional period. A state must therefore be in a position

to accelerate the rhythm of its economic development by adopting measures

of economic control.

It is, however, of primary importance to know whether countries in a

transitional period should in fact relinquish a part of their economic

sovereignty.
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It is for this reason that weasked Committee Il to decide upon a

body capable, if need be, of determining whetjer a country. be in a

transitional period, to what extent such a country should enjoy waiving

rights and when it should cease to do so.

A satisfactory reply has yet to be given to these questions. For

our part, we cannot accept a position in which subordinate organs of the

ITO or other similar bodies can settle matters for themselves and decide

whether or not the measures taken by States are a necessary part of the

full employment policy which those states have decided to adopt.

On the basis of these considerations, the WFTU is of the opinion that:

(a) the guaranteeing of full employment must be the primary

consideration;

(b) the body set up to carry out this policy should occupy a

position of greater importance than that of the specialized. monetary

and banking agencies, who should adapt their policies to comply with

that of the former body;

(o) the structure of this body should be such that it could never

be accused of sacrificing the interests of countries economically

Weak to those of the countries economically and financially the

most powerful;

(d) the Statutes and Charter to be adopted by the ITO must be

sufficiently broad and flexible to make them casily acceptable to

countries of thc most divergent economic structures, thereby avoiding

the danger of the formation of mutually antagonistic economic blocs.

The relations between member States of the ITO andnon-membersshould

be clear1y defined, as should the methods which the ITO intend to use to

secure the adherence of countries which have not yet joined the organization.
If it is hoped toachieve this by means of sanctions and penalties, the

way chosen seems to us to be fraught with danger. Such a method, far

from making for normal international economic relations, would in the end

result in the creation of two blocs and a stat of evengreater tension.
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The solutions advocated by the ITO to achieve full employment must

be sufficiently realistic and constructive in character to forestall

deflationary crises of under-consumption and not merely to mitiggate or

localisethem.

Onao a majorcrisishasdeveloped it is very difficult to localize
it and to avoid its spreading across the world. This second task,

however much easier than than first it may appear, is in fact one of the

hardest to accomplish because of the difficulties inherentin the

reversal of commercial trends.

Since this question is of the utmost importance, I must repeat

once more :

A distinction must be drawn between a policy of wardingoff crises

by means of a policy of full employment as we have defined it, and a

policy aiming solely at mitigating the effects of crises, which would

in our opinion be a far less officacious policy and, in spite of

appearances, one far more difficult to apply.

The. WFTU believes that the methods at the disposal of the Inter-

national Monetary Fund to forestall or minimize the effects of depressions

and economic disturbances cannot prove sufficiently effective, since

(i) the prohibition of the export of capital is likely to prove an

illusion unless it is accormpanied by controI ofcurrent accounts.

(ii) devaluation carried out in a period of under-oonsumption of a

deflationary character cannot be considered a sufficiently

effective measure.

(iii) the establishment of restrictions with regard to so-called rare

currencies is likely to be the more belated in view of the fact

that rarety of the currencies in question can be determined only

after the actual arrival of the crisis and the spreading in

ever-widening circles of dimishing effective demand.

As we have already noted a sudden reversalof commercialtrends

encounters very serious difficulties.

The WFTUwishes also to emphasize that all measures will prove

dangerously ineffective if the nations whose financial power is greatest
and whose influence preponderates in world economy do not carry out a consistent
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full employment policy based on a redistribution of purchasing power

in favour of the working classes at home and do not practise abroad a

broad policy of international lending and at the same time throw open

their markets to the products of debtor nations.

The WFTU draws the attention of the Conference to the fact that

world, peace and prosperity depend primarily on its reaching a solution

along really. international lines of the problems facing it and in

particular of the problem of full employment.

As you are aware, we put to the Freparatory Committee of the

Conference on Trade and Employment a series of questions to which wehave

had no reply. We believe that the sessions to be held in New York and

Geneva will provide us with more detailed information on all the pointe

which are our special concern and that the bringing together of our

respective points of view, will be rich in results.

Tho CHAIRMAN then calld upon the Delegate for the Lebanon.

Mr..DILECHKIE (Lebanon) said:

Mr.Chairman, Fellow Delegates, -It was a great honour for us to

take part in this Preparatory Committed.And we feel sure that our

deliberations here will have a very favourable effect on the economic

well-being of nations and will bring about closer understanding and

co-operation amongstthe peoples of the world. Economic strife has

always been at thé basis of international misunderstandings. Therefore,

if our work here has contributed to the amelioration of trade relations

and the elimination of economic friction, we shall indeed have played

an important role in laying one of the main foundations of world peace.

I am sure that the purposes of the organization as set out in the

suggested Charter are in the hearts of all the peoples of the world.

Our meeting here was held mainly to discuss the best means of attaining

these ends - in other words, to discuss what sort of an organization we

should establish to help us realize our aims.
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Here we have met Delegates from different parts of the world.

Some of us come from highly industrialised countries, others from the

war-devastated countries, others again fron countries which are still

in the early stages of economic development. We all met to achieve a

higer and fuller state of productive employment, an increase in the

volume of international trade and a higher standard of living for all

nations. Naturally our work was not always without difficulties -

difficulties arising from the different problems which our countries face.

Most of these difficulties, however, have been surmounted; and, despite

the problems that still have to be settled, we feel sure that before long

we shall have a strong and healthy Organization, fulfilling most effect-

ively the important purposes for which it has been established, an

Organization which the world so badly needs.

In conclusion, the Lebanese Delegation would like to offer their

thanks to you, Mr. Chairman, for the wrise guidance you have given, to the

United States Delegation for preparing the Charter, to the United Kingdom

for their hospitality and to the executive Secretary and the Secretariat

for their very efficient werk.

The CHAIRMAN then called upon the Delegate for the Netherlands.

D . SPEEKENBRINK (Netherlands) said:

Mr. Chairman, - On the whole I think I may saywe have reason to be

content with the progress made at this Conference. All of us have

contributed to the setting up of constructive rules aiming at expansion

of world trade and employment, this being the principle idea underlying

our task. If we have kept to that leading principle, we have at the same

time not lost sight of responsibilities of national requirements and, in

doing so, we have had to make certain reservations. These reservations,

however, may be said to have been kept within reasonable bounds.

As a result of all this we may confidently look forward to the next

step on our road, but in the case of the Netherlands there are two important

points which I have to mention.
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The first point concerns the position of Germany and the second

refers to the structure of the Kingdom. The very vital importance the

Mid-European hinterland always has had for the Netherlands' economy is

a well-known fact. I do not intend to go into details, but I think .it

neoessary to recall here and now that, as matters stand, our economy

is in danger of being made subject to an amputation it could scarcely be

expected to survive. Cutting off our close economic relations with

Germany, isolating German economy and basing its financing on a currency

alien to that country, does concern the development of trade in Europe

and therefore our work. For it is clear that such a policy would greatly

hamper our possibilities to take part in international trade to our full

capacity. What are the Dutch ports going to do if trade should be

deviated from its natural route? What are we going to do with the

export-surpluses of our agricultural production, in which throughout

the years behind us enormous amounts of capital have been invested, and

in which about 25 percent of our population find a living, if traditional

consumers of major importance are lost to us?

These are but a few examples of the many questions which are being

raised now in my county in this respect.

Whilst the Netherlands Delegation have whole-heartedly worked

together with all other Delegates around this table, to arrive at a.

draft charter aiming at expansion of international trade, at the same

time the Netherlands are faced with next-door factors involving a serious

contraction of international trade, which set special problems to our

economy.
I shall not dwell further on this, at present most unsatisfactory

situation which f.i. has a very direct bearing on the transitional

period the Netherlands have to go through.

Thus I novr ask your attention for the problems my country has to

face with regard to anticipated changes in the structure of the Kingdom

itself. Here the situation is not yet quite clear, but on the other hand

I can state that considerable progress appears to have been made in aconference
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at Batavia where an understanding has been reached on a draft agreement

which is being submitted to the parties concerned and may serve as the

basis for developing, under the Crown, the future constitutional and

other relations between the conponent parts of the Kingdom in Europe,

in Asia and in the Western Hemisphere.

In due course, therefore, we will have to consider in which manner

the different parts of the Kingdom will adhere to the plans which have

been worked out at this Conference.

Mr.Chairman,I brought to the notice of all Members of this

Conference two points of great importance to my country and having

done this, I think I might be allowedto make very briefly a few

additional observationswith a direct bearing on the result of the

Conference.

The first remark is that the Draft Charter as it stands contains

a number of what are sometimes called "Escape Clauses." These Escape

Clauses, however, have been drafted by various Committees orSub-

Committees or Rapporteurs with the result that the wording is far from

being uniform. No doubt the Drafting Committee wiill see to it that

clauses of this kind, the interpretation if which may sone day become

very important, are worded in carefully chosen terms that are as closely

uniform as will prove to be possible.

The second observation is that we have an important chapter dealing

with Commodities, but it may be that, owing perhaps to pressure of work,

our present draft and the sequence of its clauses are not entirely

satisfactory from A point if logic. I would like to suggest that there

is a very close relation between ,commoditypolicy and commodity

arrangements, but commodity policy has been dealt with in various

clauses of other chapters than the Cimmodity Arrangements. It

might prove very useful indeed if the Drafting Committee should lock

into the possibility of an alternative draft with regard to

primary commodities in which matters relating to commodity

policy would constitute one single chapter together with the
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Commodity Arrangements.. In this respect I cannot help thinking of

the Washington Conference of the FAO because this suggestion might facili-

tato the co-ordination of ITO, FAO and possibly other specialized agencies

on such very important matters of commoditypolicy.

Likewise there is the question of the intricate system by which since

1930 we have been compelled to conduct our affairs to safeguard vital

interests of our agriculture. I submitted particulars of this system to

several Delegates, who played an important part in the drafting of the

Articles regarding quantitative restrictions, state trading and subsidies.

Time has been too short to reach definite conclusions in this respect, but

I am. confident that further study will provo that it is entirely consistent

with the purposes of the Draft Charter.

The work of the Committee on Employment I think of special importance

so that I may say a word of appreoiation on it and express the hope that

the Resolution we have agreed upon will soon be forwarded to the Economic

and Social Council in order-to enable this Council to undertake the

studies which are deemed desirable. The Netherlands Delegation alsoare

in full agreement With the inclusion of a new chapter on Economic Develop-

ment, which they consider an important addition to the purpose of the ITO.

As a concluding remark, Mr. Chairman, I should alsolïke to draw your

attention to the Joint Statement which our French and Bolgian friends and

ourselves have submitted with regard to the possibility of appeal to an

Economic Chamber of the International Court of Justice from decisions of the

ITO. We feel that such a step is indispensable if the proposed organiza-

tion is to be a success."

The CHAIRMAN then called upon the Delegate for New Zealand.

Mr. JOHNSEN (New Zealand) said:-

"Mr.Chairman and Gentlemen:- On behalf of the New Zealand Delegation

may I say how pleased we have been to participate in this Conference. We share
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with other the view that nothing but good can come from a meeting such as

this , attended by representativesof so many nations having so wide an

interest in world trade and attendant problems.

It is only through the exchange of ideas and information regarding

the problems affecting our particular countries such as we have had at

this Conference that it is possible to see how far it is practicable to

determine a common set of rules which might form the basis on which world

trade policy. might be conducted. Thc discussions which We have had should

assuredly go far towards reaching that objective.

It is clear that there is common recognition of the necessity for

development of economic resources as a means of providing employment and

of raising standards of living, thereby leading to an expansion of

international trade. The reports' of this Conference will provide a

useful basis for further study of this very important and interesting

subject, not only by the countries wihich have been represented at tho

Conference, but by all countries having an interest in world trade.

We hope that the good work which we have commenced at this preliminary

meeting will be carried. further at the next session of the Committee.

MayI say in conclusion how much personal pleasure the New Zealand

Delegation have derived in bring associated with the representatives of

other countries in this task to which our respective countries have

attached themselves in the interests of the world as a whole. We have

been impressed most deply by the spirit of goodwill which has existed

right throughout the Conference and we are certain that the friendships

made will endure for a long time."

The CHAIRMANthen called upon the Delegate for Norway.

H.E. Mr. COLBAN (Norway) said:

I believe -as those whô have spoken before me - that we

may congratulate ourselves on the results at which we have

provisionally arrived during our six weeks of strenuous
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work. The excellent spirit and cordial atmosphere which have existed

between the Delegations have certainly greatly contributed towards this.

We realise that such results as vie have been able. to reach are not

final and as yet not binding upon our Governments. The Norwegian

Delegation has made certain reservations and has expressed doubts

as to whether certain texts are really the proper means of realiging our

common purpose. But, in spite.of our reservations and doubts, we

consider that what has been achieved here in London constitutes a

valuable step forward. The ideal which we have come together to try

to bring nearer to its realization has in fact taken more concrete form in

our minds and the texts which we have worked out represent a marked

advance on anything we have had up to now.

I trust we shall succeed, because we have the will to succeed.

The difficulties still not yet overcome must be further studied in the

spirit of the most determined desire to solve them through mutual.

concessions. Concessions, which should result in bringing, about such a

state of affairs that every one of us may find that, after all, what

now is looked upon as concessions does not really imply a sacrifice but

rather a contribution to the vast construction of satisfactory world trade

and satisfactory. employment conditions.

I need not emphasize the importance of economic stability and well-

being for the political stability and well-being of all countries.

We are all of us decided to go ahead with determination. We are all

of us decided to be frark and sincere in the defence of the particular

interests of our own countries. I think we may promise to examine all

outstanding problems with the calm and inexcitable mind of wisemen.

We are in for something that is the immediate concern not of

Governments only but of all mankind. We need support of public opinion in

all countries. I have had pleasure in noting the keen interest which not

only other public international bodies but also the International Chamber

of Commerce and the World Federation of Trade Unions have shown in
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our work. It will be a great help in the furtherance of our task that

these. - and other - international Organizations are willing to assist us

through direct contact and also, and mainly, through the influence they -

each in their separate fields.. - may be able to exorcise on public opinion

and in the councils of governments.

The CHAIRMAN than called upon the Delegate for South Africa.

Mr. van der POST (South Africa) said:

"Mr. CHAIRMAN - On behalf of the Delegation of the Union of South Africa,

I wish to express our pleasure in having been associated with colleagues

from seventeen other countries and with the members of the Secretariat in

the interesting and very useful discussions of the past six weeks.

Unfortunately our ship has had to change Captain several times, but as

third pilot in charge Iam pleased to have been one of the convoy now

approaching port. The convoy has had some troubled water to traverse and

has sailed at times under cloudy skies. That there should have been

collisions and that all of us perhaps show some scars is not surprising.

But despite all the difficulties, we are pleased that the convoy has

weathered such stormy seas as it may have experienced, and now is ready to

drop anchor at its first port-of call.

If we excluse the Economic Conference of 1933, this Conference repres-

ents - certainly in this post-war era - the first great attempt on the part

of a comparatively large number of countries, representative of both

hemispheres and all latitudes to meet round a table and examine the problems

of employment and freer trade' Difference of opinion there were bound to

be, but the mere fact that se many persons representative of eighteen

nations and, therefore, of widely differing interests,. could meet and devote

six weeks of close sorutiny and study to a desirable and common

objective is, to say the least, most encouraging. What is still

More encouraging is the degree of unanimity that has been

reached between us as delegates on a number of important
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points. We realize of course that nothing that we have done here, commits

our individual governments, but nevertheless, the cordiality and degree of

understanding which have characterized our discussions, even as discussions

of officials, and the degree of unanimity reached by us on points of

agreement as well as of difference as the Escape Clauses testify, augur

well for the future.

We certaninly should not be complacent, but more certainly need not be

pessimistic or even sceptical about what our association of' the past few

weeks has attained. Our convoy is about to disperse, only, however, to

convergewithin other few months and steer upon our second goal.

We wish the smaller convoy, which we are dispatching to New York, success

in its course and look forward to ourconve.- vgrJp.nt. Geneva in April with

well,-vwaxi:x'ctrrt o.tX. e.ut"d-v $:jl,^ btli- grtna±tt- task wNioh r(Ill await us

there.

In conclusion, 'Ir. Cii IRfSi`r, I 'ah on behalff$f our Dolegation to

thank you .and the v-riouz Chiairmcn of Coîrunittees iand Sub-Corunittees- f'or

your ana their leadership, and the Secretary and his staff, ix lu3bl.nri t1i

trs.nalators, f'or th:cir vury efficient services."

The COAIMlMA: then called upon the Delegate for the Urated Kingdcom.

Yir. MAQUJ:NIM (Unitcd Kingdara) said

"Waile niet six wveekz .ago to tackle hiagly tecnu-iÎca1 tcask. This task,

the Unitod& .inpracrlc- n;ertiu.PU v. of' itirmi Jnçostaoe not

merely for niy o,.n country, but for the future of the world. Somrehlow we

must fine. the -vay of iimlcinr- it cl.-zr to .tW l of' thlu vwrl.d hor mu-oh

It means to ,hem. At the nmomi1t, vie are in trh rItrly stages and wh±le

the task is yet incoiiiiplete it might be the resolve of' us e.ll te secure

r cD,+tUZ^RT'Q*ERIli24 of w'hat :We are doing.

As I said, we eenagrat on a tsk o .,reat techrtel.X ifflt.

Yqnat was it? Wec had to pre'&Ox'e -'tal& *3,;,n3 f'r a further Conf ee

That Conference, we h>uped, vrould lcY the fou at of I ra ri

Trade organization. ht the swneu time it -voul.d begin the job - the

necessary job - of removingsome of the obstructions .o thb,:ra .'
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world trade and plan measures for increasing that flow. Our task was

complicated, but our objective modestly and realistically stated.

We werenot to solve the major problem. We were to explore them, to

examine them, tostate them, perhaps to outline tho means by which they

could be attacked. but we were to leave the major task to the furthur

Conference.

Setting out thus modestly, we have oxceeded our expetctations.We

.have surprised ourselves. We have found almost complete agreement in

stating the problems which must be solved. Perhaps they may seem easy;

but we have also been able to agree in themain on the degree of

importanceof thevarious problems andthe orderin which thay should

be tackled. More than that, wehave found a remarkable measure of

agreement as to what the ultimate>tiIi. r4'n v'.nyono of our probleris

nitmst be rind ras t ;thc iiiuaYs wo can uso to cnsurc the solutions.

This we have beon ebLu to do bucause wve havu tricd to bc

constructive, to "go t'o rd to soinething nevi, not mnerely to rectify thc

rnistar:;o or correct tlho errors of thu- past. .e have agreocd not rmarely

that wc raust fr» rorld trade from obstruction, but that wio Ilaut -Cpand

it. .e ln.ve: nqcc.tCd the oh'ictivc oî a high and stable loval of

ploynîenb; wO have sct dox-n, in outline at loast, Laoaxns by ,-iiich *rc

thii-Uc it can b- attainc'd. '.c havu agreed onOrixtlthlods of international

action which can be talSen $..;n the su ofly°i priiory coeuîeditios

threatens s4îwiCtIsq.y to exceed dci ad. Thore is n0din:.fThrclce botiocn

us as t3 the necd :or an 1j@-, ,'rl'al.r i ion and little

difference as to its cirtL1.of Thorsear, czionme among

us as to tlc- quiotio.«'t WINt QI' 1F0 *idf#..ng J 1,, U 2n. ,

jJ,> w'al+bxr .*; 1n- -b1-±'s 'gif)n but thora is nodife rcunl as to the

n *'-dto do so. There may bc sollt do.uoronca cf Ift8>h*q P',VlL 1..

restoration cf th eceonoiniic life Of central F:wopje, but thero is no

dif12erence of principle..

I pna. 61-cu-.cLLl yV sl.nd that it should hav beern in the oldest

0àpitzal city o?' tha Britiz'h Ceornonmcalth that this agrecrnent hrls beon

seoud. You a-.;aiwcIl thinIc afWtor your a:xperiuces aro that.it should be
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an advantage if our atandard of living couldbe raised. You may even-thir

that our climate could be improved. But I can see that you have all

derived benefit from breathing the air of compromise which prevails in

London. May I, like others, pay tribute, Mr. Chairman, to the sagacity

and tact with which you have guided us to those happy conclusions and to

the smoothness ana efficiency with which the Secreteriat has provided our

technical services.

When the President of the Board of Trade welcomed this Conference at

its first Session he said. that in discussions such as those every nation

must be prepared to give as well as to take The United Kingdom Delegatio

at this Conference has followed that advice. So, I whole heartedly recog-

nize, have all other Delegations. But when we separate let us not imagine

that the need for agreement and understanding has diminished. The prize

that we seek to win is so great that we may all of us justly incur risks

in order to gain it. Our need is urgent and time presses.

You will return now to report to your Governments. The Government of

the United Kingdom hopes that every Government will look with afavourable

eye upon these reports. I hope that thee Governments wïll be able to sen

their Delegates to breathe the air of inspiration in Geneva in the Spring -

an inspiration to resolve every difference and to carry through therewith

speed the bigger task of establishing world trade upon firmer and more

lasting foundations than in the past." (Applause)

The CHAIRMAN then called upon the Delegate for the United States.

Mr. WILCOX (United States) said:-

"Today we come to the end,' of one meeting, but of six. We have

completed a series of Conferences on internn.ti.on o colioy, dCicalind

respectivelyvrith emoloyment, ildusezinl development, coamez-cial relations,

restrictive business practices, coimnodity arrangements, and the establiah-

mont of a newi organir-ation for'v.orId traie."

We have dealt vrith a subject inatter thaat preser:ts, in its

coebinatïongf' dîvsrsity' aoMpexity, and pc'J.itina5. sensitivity, a:

problem-so difficult that it .uight well. bave. doïïed the negotiators'
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.art. Yct on cvery rmajor issue that has beun before us, in ovXry onI.1

of thesà conferences, ve have come, alinost ail of us, to an identity

of views. Vie have vworked steadily and qui.>t1y, in dn atnosphere of

cordial co-op<:ration, where each has sought to finin his ovrn intorcot

in a purpose that is cormnon to us all. And N'have completed our task

within the time th-at ve allotted to it whenè e irzt.

We haive arrived at vidu aorecrient, speaking as experts irithout

cormmtitting our' governments, on ine-tentihs or more of the text of a new

charter for world trade, eMployment, -and econorticàdevrloprent. I am

happy that the preparatory -.ork that was done vàithin nr ovin goverfrment

has contributed to this result. But I an equally happy that the draft

that is no-il taking forn has r better balance, a create realism, and a

finor precision than the one *,ith -vhich we began. The document that is

emerging vJll give expression, not to the loviest coi-mon denominator,

but to the highest cor.=on denominator of our vieas, The principles on

which we have built are sound. Our verlc has been vell dond. V.!e have

gone farther and faster, I s.; sure, than ary one of us had dared to hope

was possibJ.e six vieeks ago.

We have made a good beginning, but it i3 only a beginning. The

instrument that ,r have forged in London must bc polished this +vÙnter

in Ncv York, hardenw1 vàth the alloy o'f trade negotiations- next spring

in Geneva, tested in the coricrence of many nations that v11 follow,

accepted by wor1à opinion, and put into operation by governments. The

wvay ahead of us is long and may be difficult. But we are facing in the

right direction and we have taken the first sure steps toward our common

goal. Ad4in this therc is a srcat promise for alvorried and a -woary

world.

As we have struggled here vith the technicalities of unconditional

most-favoured-nation treatment:t, disequilibhium in the balance of payments,

non-discrimixiation in the administration of quantitative restrictions,
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and procedures to be followed ln multilateral selective negotiations on

tariffs and preferences, we have not lost sight, I trust, of the deeper

problems that underlie those mysteries. For the questions that we have

really beendiscussing are whether there is to be economic peace or

economic war, whether nations are to be drawn together or torn apart,

whether men are to have work or be idla, whether their families are

to eat or go hungry, whether their children are to face the future with

confidence or with fear. Our answer to all of these questions is

written in the Charter for the world to read.

In conclusiDn, Mr. CH IR'LN I should like to oxpressl for my

colleaoearidTmyself, our gratitude for the many courtesies that have

b-ezi shown us during these r.eetinrs, our admiration for the men with

whon we have worked both day.and ntght over the past six weeks, our

affection for those vwhom we have come to know as personal friends, our

deep appreciation of the spirit of good-will that bas animated all of

the deliberations of this Comr:ittee, front the beginning 'to the end. WV

are pleased and we are proud to have been associated with auch a group in

such an enterprise."1l

The CO IIUAN said that he hàd listened with the greatest Attention to

the statements made by the various delegates, and was glad to note that

each one carrièd the same iMression as that to which he hinsolf had-

referred in'hi3 openiin£ spe*oh.

Before declàz'ing thn iieeting closed, hPwished to say how very

touched ho had been by the sympathetic referenoesto himself made in the

speeches of his colleagues. They had all.Nworked hard but their work had

been made easier by the close and earnest attention that they had devoted

to it, and by the sense of humour-which had prevailed throughout.

-He would like to express to the United Kingdom Delegate on bis mvn

behalf and on that of his colleagues, their appreciation of the. bosptality

that they had received in the well-loved city bf London. 0f Church
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House and its somewhat devicus byeways thuy would rotaii very happy

momcrïis.. The admirable results that ISad beon attainud were due in no

amall measure to the jguidanoe of the Chairmen of the vairous Committecs,

and ho regretted thai, sor:e of then were absent fromn this final meeting.

They had ail shown themselves to be masters,of the tasks assigned to

tahem. In conclusion, ho would like to than1c DU:r, Wyndhar.;ilihïitu and

1Lr. Lacarte for theexeMilary way i which thoy had discharged their

arduous duties.

Spuakin_ in »'nglish, the. CHIAIRM.N thanked all *he members of the

Secret*criat fcr the very hard, work that they had put in, and particularly

the interpreters, whose task hld sometimes appeared to be a thanklosa

one. in returning his g:ate+lùj th-nks, the CILUIRAT wish"-l the dlegates

the 0oonliments of the scazon, ..nd looked forward to meeting ther. again

in Geneva in the sjrin,.

lit. SP7EKE1 N1C.2X (Nethi;rlands) on behalf of his colleagues wished

to express his .rrat appreoiation of thc. debt vihich the Conferanao owed

to the impartial and wise guidance of the Chairinan.

lie lhad steered the Conference with a tact. and ability which was

beyond ail praise, and the fact that it had been possible f;ar the work

of' the Coreerence to bu <oricluded at an earlier date thai anyone had

daxed ta hope, was due in no small measure to their Chairman.

The CWEM.N thon declared the sixth 'Session of'. the Plena.ry Meeting

cf fhe Preparator CoM=î tti closed.

The Meeting rose at 4.30 pm.


